I. INTRODUCTION Evolutionary algorithms typically require the tuning of parameters such as the crossover and mutation rates in order for the algorithm to perform satisfactorily. These are normally done prior to the actual optimization runs and are fixed as static parameters once the "best" settings have been found. However, it has been previously highlighted that the usage of static parameters that do not change over the course of the artificial evolution process may not give the best results [5] . Two ways of making these parameters dynamic is to either make them adaptive or self-adaptive. Here, we make the distinction between adaptation and selfadaptation according to Eiben's definition [5] : (i) adaptation where changes are made to parameters during evolution based on some feedback from the search and (ii) selfadaptation where changes are made to parameters during evolution through inclusion of parameters into the genetic encoding that is itself subjected to evolutionary processes and pressures. In this paper, a self-adaptive approach is investigated for improving the performance of a class of evolutionary algorithms using mutation operations in attempting to solve multimodal continuous optimization problems with large numbers of local optima that make the fitness landscapes highly deceptive for the search algorithm.
In terms of real-world applications, there is currently a 1-4244-0220-4/06/$20.00©2006 IEEE strong interest in the use of evolutionary algorithms for solving optimization problems with real-valued design variables [1] . Consequently, a large number of recent studies in genetic algorithms (GAs) have focused on the use of real number encoding for solving continuous functions, particularly those with large numbers of variables. In these GAs, the chromosome is a vector of floating point numbers whose length is kept the same as the number of variables to be optimized in the problem, thus directly representing a trial solution to the problem. Such GAs based on real number representations are commonly referred to as realcoded genetic algorithms (RCGAs) [4, 7] .
For function optimization problems in continuous search spaces, one of the main difficulties currently faced is that of locating high quality solutions. In other words, solvers for these problems must be able to obtain solutions with a high degree of precision [10] . This problem is particularly pertinent for continuous multimodal problems where the quality rather than computational efficiency is more important as a test of the solver's ability to escape local optima and finding solutions near the global optimum [16] . Moreover, this difficulty is further compounded when the function involves large numbers of variables, which translates into a highly deceptive fitness landscape with very large numbers of local optima [9] .
Currently, one of the most computationally efficient RCGAs is the G3 algorithm developed by Deb et al. [3] . In this algorithm, parent-centric crossover operators are used as the sole mechanism for generating population diversity. It was stated by the authors of G3 that such recombination procedures are sufficient since they are able to generate arbitrary diversity in the offspring population. Hence, the G3 algorithm does not utilize the mutation operator. This algorithm was shown to be highly successful in solving unimodal problems compared to other RCGAs including well-known evolutionary algorithms such as Differential Evolution [12] and Evolution Strategies [13] as well as the commonly used classical quasi-Newton optimization method [14] , where up to an order of magnitude speedup in computational efficiency was achieved in some cases. However, it was also reported that the G3 algorithm was much less successful in locating high quality solutions for multimodal problems and the authors highlighted that a new approach which can overcome this shortcoming would be greatly beneficial [3] .
The mutation operator in GAs mainly serves to create random diversity in a population of solutions [15] . Since the G3 algorithm in its current form uses only the crossover operator and appears to suffer from premature convergence due to lack of genetic diversity in large scale multimodal problems, the objective of this study is to investigate whether the addition of a mutation operator would improve its performance in terms of locating high precision solutions for highly deceptive fitness landscapes. In this set of experiments, a self-adaptive mutation operator based on the Gaussian distribution is used to introduce random diversity into the offspring population. It is envisaged that the G3 algorithm would be able to escape local optima in these highly deceptive landscapes more effectively with the augmentation of mutational diversity rather than solely relying on the crossover operator. This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 presents a brief overview of RCGAs which utilize parent-centric crossover operators. Section 2 outlines the proposed G3SAM algorithm. Section 3 presents the four benchmark test problems and explains the setup of the experiments. Section 4 summarizes the results obtained from this investigation and discusses the performance of the proposed G3SAM algorithm against the standard G3 algorithm on the test functions. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study and offers some future directions arising from this work.
II. RCGAs AND CROSSOVER OPERATORS
Encoding solutions based on real numbers offers the advantage of defining a large variety of specialized realcoded crossover operators that are able to take advantage of the inherent numerical characteristics. Hence, many different versions of real-coded crossover operators exist for RCGAs. In particular, the blend crossover (BLX) operator [6] , the simulated binary crossover (SBX) [2] , the unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX) operator [11] , the simplex crossover (SPX) operator [8] and the parent-centric crossover (PCX) operator [3] have been studied and used extensively. The common theme among these different crossover methodologies is the generation of new offspring which are primarily parent-centered, which essentially defines a probability distribution of offsprings based on some measure of distance among the parents. Further detailed information regarding real-parameter GA recombination operators can be found in [4, 7] .
As such, a great majority of RCGAs tend to utilize crossover operators which use some form of arithmetic recombination that in general involves the creation of a new gene i for an offspring z arising from parents x and y according to the formula Z i =Xi + (1 -a)Y i for some a in [0,1]. Although new genetic material can be created, there is the disadvantage that the range of values is reduced as a result of this averaging process [5] . However, it has been reported in the recent past that RCGAs utilizing some of these parent-based crossover operators exhibit selfadaptive search properties similar to that of evolution strategies and evolutionary programming [4] . Based on these findings, it was argued that depending on the current diversity of the population, these RCGAs self-determine whether exploitation or exploration of the search space will 1-4244-0220-4/06/$20.00©2006 IEEE ICOCI2006 be carried out without requmng an external adaptive control mechanism. Consequently, the use of the mutation operator is foregone is favor of these self-adaptive crossover operators that alone can automatically introduce arbitrary diversity in the offspring population when necessary.
The G3 algorithm is one such parent-based RCGA, which uses the PCX crossover operator without any mutation operator. Although proving highly successful and very efficient for solving continuous unimodal optimization problems, it performed less desirably for highly deceptive fitness landscapes found in large scale multimodal problems with large numbers of local optima [3] . In the next section, the G3 algorithm is proposed to be augmented with a self-adaptive mutation operator in addition to the existing self-adaptive PCX crossover operator with the hope that its performance in locating solutions with high precision can be improved. This mutation operator is selfadaptive in that the mutation decision parameter is actually evolved by encoding it as an additional element into the chromosome. In other words, the mutation decision parameter in the proposed algorithm is subjected to the selection pressures and thus evolved alongside the search variables. The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is given below.
III. G3 ALGORITHM WITH SELF-ADAPTIVE MUTATION
(G3SAM)
1. From the population pet) select the best parent and f.!-1 other parents randomly.
2. Crossover: Generate A offspring from the chosen parents using the PCX crossover scheme:
a. Calculate the mean vector g of chosen f.! parents. 
where r is a flag representing the of the mutation decision parameters where the value can be 1 indicating that the mutation operator is active or 0 indicating that mutation operator is inactive.
4. Self-Adaptation: The mutation decision parameter of the offspring is self-adapted:
a. Calculate the mean mutation decision parameter g r of chosen f.l parents.
Yr = 0 otherwise which means that an offspring only inherits an active mutation operator gene if and only if the majority of its parents possess an active mutation operator gene.
Choose two parents at random from the population pet).
6. From the combined sub-population of the chosen two parents and offspring, choose the top two solutions and replace the two chosen parents with these solutions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experiments conducted, the standard G3 algorithm is compared against the proposed G3SAM algorithm. To ensure a fair comparison, all elements are similar except for the addition of the mutation operation in G3SAM. The algorithms were run with the following settings as prescribed by the authors of the G3 algorithm [3] :
The selected parent X for creating offspring is always the current best solution.
The number of parents f.l is set to 3.
The parameter ro~is set to 0.1.
The parameter ro is set to 0.1.
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Solution precision is set to 10-2°.
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The mutation rate 8 is set to 10% as a balance between normal and macro mutation to ensure sufficient diversity is introduced. Four continuous multimodal benchmark test functions were selected to compare between the performance ofG3 and G3SAM:
Rastrigin's function (F Ras ) :
Ackley's Path function (F Ack ) :
For each of the above test functions, the number of variables n was set to 20 to create a highly deceptive fitness landscape with large numbers of local optima in order to test the algorithms' abilities in escaping early convergence and locating high precision solutions. All of these problems * * have a minimum of F =0 when xi=O except F Sch at * Xi =420.9687.
To enable a fair comparison, both the G3 and G3SAM algorithms were run 10 times each for a maximum of 100,000 functions evaluations. To further ascertain the algorithms' actual abilities in overcoming local optima, a skewed random initialization of variables Xi E [-10,-5] is used in this study. This type of initialization is important for two reasons [3] : (i) it initializes the population away from the global basin, thereby ensuring that the algorithm must overcome a number of local minima to reach the global basin; and (ii) it would prevent the unfair advantage offered by algorithms that generate solutions near the centroid of the parents, since the global basin for test functions generally lie in the center of the prescribed search initialization range.
v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the best, average , standard deviation and worst solutions obtained from the 10 runs of 03 and 03SAM on the four benchmark test functions are reported. r.:
1.4445e+OI
1.7175e-14 * Table I compares the overall best solutions found by both algorithms. As can be seen, the proposed 03SAM algorithm dramatically improved on the performance of the standard 03 algorithm for F Ras and FA ck, where more than fifteen orders of magnitude improvement in accuracy was achieved (these are marked by *). This dramatic improvement was achieved by being able to escape numerous local optima through the self-adaptive mutational diversity offered in moving towards the global basin. For the other two test functions, the overall best solution was still slightly better for 03SAM in F Cri and identical in F.<;ch. Again, the average of the best solutions found for 03SAM was superior to the standard 03 algorithm as shown in Table 3 except for Fon. However, the differences in the averages are not obvious in 03SAM compared to 03 due to the fact that the best solutions in the runs where the former was able to locate itself within the global basin of the search space had extremely small values that were subsumed by less optimal solutions such as in the cases of r.: and r.: 1.5355e+OI 1.5355e+OI
As shown by the results shown in Table 3 , the worst of the best solutions found by 03SAM over 10 evolutionary runs was still slightly superior to 03 in two of the test functions , that is for F Ras and F Ack • Both algorithms had the same worst of the best solutions for F Ack and 03 had a slightly better result for F Gri • As such, the results in terms of the worst final solutions found for both algorithms were fairly similar.
A. Evolutionary Dynamics: G3 vs. G3SAM
G3 -Rastrigin's Function In this next section, we analyze the evolutionary dynamics of both 03 and 03SAM in order to ascertain the convergence properties of these algorithms over the evolutionary search process. Note that the y-axis of the graphs by necessity are of different ranges due to the significantly different solution precision and evolutionary dynamics of the algorithms. Figures 1 and 2 depict the progression of the run in which the overall best solution was found by G3 and G3SAM. From these graphs, it can be clearly seen that the G3 algorithm lost genetic diversity extremely quickly in both of these test functions. Premature convergence can be seen to occur as early as within the first 1,000 out of the permissible 50,000 generations (equivalent to 100,000 function evaluations as 2 new offspring are created every generation) where the fitness of the best solution was still well beyond the value of 890 for F Ras and 14 for F Ack • The converse is true for the proposed G3SAM where it only began to converge after locating the global basin near the optimal value of 0.0. Although not visible in the graphs due to the precision acquired by G3SAM, continuous improvement in the best solution occurred up to generation 16,400 and 17,500 respectively for F Ras and F Ack •
VI. CONCLUSION & F UTURE WORK
This investigation has empirically shown how the state-ofthe-art G3 real-coded genetic algorithm can benefit greatly from the augmentation of self-adaptive mutation to its genetic operations in promoting solution diversity in the population and avoiding premature convergence. The selfadaptive mutational diversity introduced in the proposed G3SAM algorithm showed highly competitive results against the standard G3 algorithm on four benchmark continuous multimodal test functions. Moreover, the G3SAM algorithm dramatically outperformed the G3 algorithm in two of the test functions in terms of solution accuracy. This paper has demonstrated that a self-adaptive Gaussian-based mutation can significantly improve a realcoded genetic algorithm's ability to escape local optima in a highly deceptive fitness landscape, thereby enabling the search to locate global optimal solutions. For future work, since this study has clearly shown the benefits of introducing mutational diversity into the G3 RCGA, it would be worthwhile to extend this approach to other wellknown RCGAs and even more general evolutionary algorithms such as Differential Evolution (DE) that solely rely on the crossover operation for generating genetic diversity. Also, it would be interesting to investigate how different levels of mutational adaptation affects the evolutionary search process by comparing the performance of this self-adaptive G3 algorithm versus canonical adaptative as well as non-adaptive mutation versions ofG3.
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